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Abstract 
Arhangel’skii, A.V. and D.N. Stavrova, On a common generalization of k-spaces and spaces with 
countable tightness, Topology and its Applications 51 (1993) 261-268. 
Several generalizations of tightness (such that in the countable case it could also serve as a 
generalization of k-spaces) are defined and studied. Cases in which the new invariants coincide 
with the usual tightness are obtained. 
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The aim of this paper is to introduce and study some types of cardinal invariants 
for a given topological space that are more general than the tightness and in the 
countable case could also serve as a generalization of k-spaces. The main results 
are Theorems 9 and 13 that tell us when the new invariants coincide with the usual 
tightness. 
All spaces are assumed to be Hausdorff, all mappings are continuous, the Greek 
letters 7, (Y, p will denote infinite cardinal numbers, the Latin letter k will be used 
only in some relation with compactness and by X, Y, 2 topological spaces are 
denoted. In general we follow the notations and terminology from [2,4,5]. Two 
deviations will be that we use the notation h+(X) to denote the hereditary version 
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of the cardinal function 4(X) and that a subset B CX will be called T-compact if 
B = U{B,: (Y E T} where B, is a compact subset of X for every (Y E 7. 
We say that the k-tightness of X does not exceed 7 (t,(X) Q T) iff for every 
M LX that is not closed there exists a r-compact B LX for which M n B is not 
closed in X. 
Obviously if X is a a-compact space (k-space or space with countable tightness) 
we have that t,(X) G K,. Also for all Tech-complete spaces and all p-spaces we 
have that the k-tightness is countable. But, in general, k-tightness is different from 
the tightness even in the case of compact spaces. 
Example 1. Let X = PN. Then t,(X) < t(X). (Instead of PN we could take any 
compact space with uncountable tightness.) 
Let us recall that [2] a space X is called a k,-space if for every A4 cX the set 
Ix E X: there exists a compact F LX such that x E F n M) is closed in X. Every 
k,-space is obviously a k-space buy the converse is not true [2]. 
We say that tk,(X) < 7 iff for every A CX and every x EA there exists a 
r-compact B LX such that x E A n B. 
We say that t,*(X) Q T iff for every A LX and x ~Athere exists a r-compact 
B ~4 such that x E i?. 
If X is a k,-space (or cr-compact, locally compact) then tkl(X) ( H,. 
Example 2. The space X in Example 1 is a compact space for which t,(X) < t,*(X). 
A subset A CX is called k-closed if A n F is closed in F for every compact 
F cX. It is easy to be seen that X is a k-space iff every k-closed subset of X is 
closed. 
A subset A CX is called r-closed [5] if whenever S E [A] GT then 1 CA. It is 
easy to be seen that [1,5] t(X) G T holds iff every T-closed set in X is closed. 
A subset A LX will be called r-k-closed in X iff A n B is closed in X for 
every r-compact B LX. 
For t,(X) we have a similar result: 
Lemma 3. Every r-k-closed subset of X is closed iff t,(X) G r. 
For every A LX let: 
iF= lJ{Z A’E [A]<‘}, 
zk = lJ {A n B: B is a r-compact subset of X), 
A’ = tJ {B: B is a T-compact subset of A}. 
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Lemma 4. For every topological space X we have that: 
(i) t,$X) < 7 iff Aerk = A-for every A cX. 
(ii) t,*(X) < r iff A’ = Afor every A LX. 
(iii) A CA’ CA’ &pk cxfor every A LX. 
Let us recall that t,(X) G 7 (see [.5]) iff for every A CX and x E A there exists a 
family {B,: (Y E T} c 2A such that x E lJ {B,: a E r} \{B,: (Y E 7). 
Lemma 5. For every X we have that: 
(i) t,(x) < tkfx> < t,*(x) < dx>. 
(ii) t,(X) < t,*(X). 
(iii) ht,(X) < ht,$X) =G t,*(X). 
A continuous mapping f : X + Y is called pseudo-open [2] if for every point 
y E Y and every neighborhood U of the set f-‘y in X we have that y E Int fU. 
Proposition 6. Let f : X + Y and f(X) = Y. Then: 
(i) If f is a quotient mapping then t,(Y) < t,(X). 
(ii) Zf f is a pseudo-open mapping then 
(1) t,l<Y) < t,,(X). 
(2) t;(Y) < t:(x). 
(3) ht,(Y) < ht,(X). 
Proof. (i) We shall use Lemma 3, so let t,(X) G T and M G Y be such that M n @ 
is closed for every r-compact Q, c Y. Let F be a r-compact subset of X. Then 
F nf-‘M= (f/F)-‘(MnfF). But fF is a r-compact subset of Y. Therefore 
fplM n F is closed in X. From t,(X) G T it follows that f-‘M is closed in X. 
(ii) (1) Let t,l<X) G 7 and y EMG Y. Then there exists an x Ef nnf-‘y. 
From t,$X) G T there is a r-compact B CX such that x E f-‘M f’ B. Since f is 
continuous fB is a r-compact subset of Y and y = fx E f <f - ‘M n B) c f <f - ‘M n B) 
cff-‘MnfBcMnfB. We set F=fB and thus t,$Y)<T. 
(2) Let t,*(x)<7 and yE&?GY. Let xEf_‘ynff-‘M. From t,*(X)<7 it 
follows that there exists a T-COInpaCt F zf-‘M such that x E F. Then y = f(x) E 
fF c p, i.e., we have found a r-compact @ = fF c M with y E 5. 
(3) Let ht,(X) G T and let Y, c Y. Let M be a r-k-closed subset of Y1. We shall 
prove that f-‘M is closed in f-‘Y,. Let F be a r-compact subset of f-‘Y,. Then 
Fnf-‘M=(f/F)-*(MnfF) and fF is T-compact in Y1. Therefore M n fF is 
closed in Y, and hence F n f-‘M is closed in f-‘Y,. From tk(fdlYl) G T it follows 
that f-‘M is closed in Y,. But f/f-‘Y: f-‘Y, -+ Y, is a quotient mapping and 
therefore M is closed in Y,. Hence t,(Y,) G 7. 0 
Corollary 7. Let X = f( @ (Xl: q E Q}). Then: 
(i) Zf f q t’ t 1s a uo len mapping and t,(X,) G T for every q E Q then t,(X) G 7. 
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(ii) Zf f is a pseudo-open mapping and $<X,> < T for every q E Q, where 4 E 
Itk,, ht,, tc) then 4(X) G r. 
Proposition 8. Let Z =X X Y, Y compact. Then 
t!AZ) = tk(X). 
Proof. Since X is a continuous quotient image of Z by Proposition 6(i) we have 
that t,(X) G t,(Z). 
Now let t,(X) G 7. We shall prove that every T-k-closed subset of Z is closed. 
Let H c X X Y be r-k-closed and let (p, q> E fi. We shall prove that (p, q) E H. 
Let us consider {p) X Y. It is a basic closed set in Z and since H is &c-closed we 
have that T = H n ((p) X Y) is r-k-closed in Z. Also T is A-closed in {p) X Y. 
But tk((p) X Y) = t,(Y) G T. Therefore T is closed in {p) X Y. We shall prove that 
(p, q) E T. Suppose q 6C pr,T and let us consider pr,: {p) X Y-t Y. Since T is 
closed in {p) x Y and {p) is compact the mapping pr, is closed and therefore the 
set pr,T is closed in Y and q @C pr,T. By the regularity of Y we could choose a 
closed neighborhood I/3 q in Y which does not intersect pr,T. Then X x V will 
be a neighborhood of (p, q) in Z and from (p, q) E fi we obtain that H n (XX 
V)#@. Wealsohavethat(p,q)E(XXV)nHand(XxV)nH is r-k-closed 
in Z. Since pr, : X x Y + X is a closed mapping we have that S = prJ(X X V> n 
H) is r-k-closed in X. In fact, let F be a T-compact subset of X. Then F X I/ is 
T-compact in Xx Y and since (XX V) n H is r-k-closed we obtain that (F x V) n 
(Xx V)nH = (F x V)nH is closed in Z. Then by Pn pr,((XX V>nH)= 
pr,((F x V) n HI we conclude that F n prx((X x V> n HI is closed in X. Now, 
by t,(X) G T we have that S is closed in X. Since (p, q) E (XX V) n H and pr, 
is a continuous mapping we have that p E prx((X X V) n H) = s = S = prJ(X X 
V) n H). Therefore there exists an r E I/ such that (p, r> E (XX V> n H, i.e., 
(p,r)~H and (p,r)~(p)xV. So (p, r)E(Ip)xV)nH~({pjXY)nH=T. 
But then r E pr,T n V# @. This contradiction completes the proof. 0 
Theorem 9. Zf X is a space with only one nonisolated point then t,(X) = t(X). 
Proof. The space X can be assumed to be uncountable. 
Lemma 10. Zf X is a compact space with only one nonisolated point then in that point 
the topology is exactly the co-finite topology. 
Lemma 11. Zf X is a space with only one nonisolated point in which we have the 
co-finite topology then t(X) < N,. 
From Lemmas 10 and 11 we obtain that if X is a compact space with only one 
nonisolated point then t(X) 6 H,. 
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Proof of Theorem 9. Let X = (p} UA, p PA, p nonisolated, A uncountable and 
let t,(X) G T. Let us note that if for B GA we have that B\B # fl then (p} = B\B, 
i.e., B = B U (pj. 
Now let p E B\B for some B CA. From t,(X) < r it follows that there exists a 
r-compact A4 CX such that M n B is not closed in X. Let M = tJ (M,: LY E r}, M, 
a compact subset of X. Then pEMnB\MnB and MnB= U(M,nB: JET) 
= U{M,nB: pEM,}u U{M,nB: peMa and IM,nBl <T}U U(M,nB: p 
l Mol and IM,nBl ~T}=B,uB~uB~. 
Case 1: B, = @. Then M n B = B, u B,. The set B, being a sum of at most T 
numbers of sets of cardinality less than T has cardinality at most 7. The set B, 
consists of subsets of those M, for which p @ M,. But if M, LX, p P M, and M, 
is compact then M, is finite. Therefore ( B, I < T, too. In this case we set 
B’=MnBandweobtainthatpEB’and B’E[B]<‘. 
Case 2: B, # @. Then there is (Y E r such that ( Ma f~ B ( 2 T > N, and p EM,. 
We could write M, = {p} u (M, n B) u (Ma n (A\B)). The set M, n B is not 
closed in M, and therefore it is not closed in X because in the opposite case 
M, n B would be a compact subset of A; therefore finite. So we have that p 
E M, n BG M,. But M, is a compact space with only one nonisolated point and 
we have already noticed that in this case there exists B’ c M, n B G B such that 
PEE’ and B’E[B]~““. 0 
The condition that t,(X) G T in Theorem 9 is essential. We have: 
Example 12. There is a Lindelof zero-dimensional space X with only one noniso- 
lated point, for which t,(X) > K, (and therefore t(X) > K, as well). Take X= 
{CI: CY < wr} with the co-countable topology in w, and all other points isolated. 
Theorem 13. If X is a compact space then ht,(X) = t(X). 
Proof. Suppose t(X) > T. We know [1,2,5] that for any compact space X, t(X) = 
sup{ I[ I: 5 is a free sequence in X}. Hence there exists a free sequence A = 
(X,: (Y E T+} in X. The space X is compact, A is infinite, so there is a complete 
accumulation point p of A in X. Let us take Y = (p) UA c_X. Let us note that 
since A is a free sequence and p is a complete accumulation point of A we have 
that p PA. Also p is not isolated in Y and A is a discrete subspace of Y. The set 
A is not closed in Y and Y is a space with only one nonisolated point. Therefore 
{p} =x’\A. Since t,(Y) < T by Theorem 9 it follows that t(Y) < T hence there 
exists an A’E [A]<’ such that p EA’ CA. Since I A' I =s T and A’ CA = (x,: (Y E 
LYJ there exists (Y” E T+ such that A’ c Ix,: CY E (YJ. Hence p EA’ L {x,: (Y E cxg} 
and therefore p $5 {x ,:“ai~<~f}.ThenLi=Y\(x,:c-u,~a<~l) isanopen 
neighborhood of p that intersects A onto a set with cardinality 7. This contradic- 
tion completes the proof. 0 
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Corollary 14. Zf X is a compact space then t:(X) = t(X). 
Proof. From Lemma 5(i) we have that t:(X) G t(X) and from Lemma S(iii) and 
Theorem 13 we have the opposite inequality. 0 
Problem 15. Is it true that t,*(X) = t(X) for every Tychonoff space X? 
Theorem 16. Zf X is a k-space then ht,(X) = t(X). 
Proof. Let ht,(X) G T and B be a compact subset of X. Then t(B) G 7. Therefore 
t(x)<T. 0 
Corollary 17. Zf X is a p-space then ht,(X) = t(X). 
Corollary 18. Zf X is a locally compact (k,-space) then ht,(X) = t(X). 
Problem 19. Let X be a c+-compact (or Lindelof) space with ht,(X) < K,. Is it true 
that t(X) G K,? 
Proposition 20. Zf t,(X) Q T and for every r-compact subset B LX we have that 
t(B) < T then t(X) G T. 
Proof. We shall prove that every r-closed subset of X is closed. Let A LX be 
T-closed, i.e., A = U(A’: A’ E [Al”‘). Suppose that A is not closed. By t,(X) G T 
there is a T-compact B CX such that A n B is not closed. Let B = U{B,: LY E T}, 
where for every cy E T the set B, is a compact subset of X. Then A n B = U(A CT 
B,: (Y E T} and A n B, is r-closed for every (Y E 7. Since t(B,) G 7 it follows that 
A n B, is closed in B, and therefore closed in X for every LY E r. Hence A is 
r-compact. Let x E~\A. Then Y = {x] u A is r-compact too and x E~\A. By 
t(Y)<7 weobtain A’E[A]<’ such that x E~~cA’. Since 2 CA’ =A we have 
that x EA, a contradiction. q 
Theorem 21. For every topological space X we have that 
htk,(X) = t;(X). 
Proof. We always have that ht,l(X) G t,*(X). Now let ht,l(X) G T and x E a. Let 
us consider Y = (xl U M. By t,,(Y) G T there exists a T-compact F 5 Y such that 
n E my. Let F = U{F,: (Y E r] where F, is a compact subset for every (Y E T. If 
there is an (Y E T such that x E MnFz then we are done. If x P MnFz for every 
cu~~then F,‘=mzisacompactsubsetof YandxEU{F,‘:czEr}. 0 
Proposition 22. Zf X is a r-compact space and ht,(X) < T then every r-closed subset 
of X is r-compact. 
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Proof. Let X = U{X,: cy E T] where for every (Y E T the set X, is compact. Let 
A LX be r-closed. Then A = U{A n X,: a E T} and for every CY E r the set 
A nX, is a r-closed subset of X,. But f(XJ G T and hence A nX, is closed. 0 
We say that d,(X) G T iff for every compact B CX we have that (d(B) < 7, [61. 
Theorem 23. For every topological space X we have that 
t(X) <tk*(X) .dk(X). 
Proof. Let t,*(X). d,(X) =G 7, let A LX and x EA. Then there exists a r-compact 
B LX such that x E B. Let B = U{B,: a E T} where B, is a compact subset of X 
for every a E 7. Let A, E [ Ba16’ be such that B, = A,. Then 
IJIB,: a~Tj= lJ(xa: CYET} and A’= U(A,: CXET} is such that A’E[AI<’ 
and x EA’. Hence t(X) < T. 0 
Theorem 24 ([ACP#] or [I/ = L]). For every topological space X we have: 
t(X) <lk*(X).S(X). 
Proof. For the set-theoretical assumption [ACP#] one can see [3]. Let t,*(X). 
s(X) G T, A LX and x E~\A. By [3, p. 271 A could be written as A =A, UA,, 
A, n A, = fl and every compact subset of Ai (i = 1, 2) is scattered. Let x E& and 
Y= {x] uA,. By t,*(X) < T there exists a r-compact B CA, such that x E B. If 
B = U{B,: a E T] where for every (Y E 7, B, is a compact subset of A, then all B, 
are scattered. Then B, =.i, where J, is the set of isolated points of B,. Then 
IJ,I<T and XE U{B,: CYET}= ~J{~,:LYET}= = B, where B, = 
{J,: (YET}E[B]<'. 0 
At the end let us mention two more problems. 
Problem 25. Let X = U IX,: n E w} where for every n E o the set X,, is compact 
and t(X,> G K,. Under what condition it will follow that t(X) G K,? Could this 
condition be ht,(X) G K,? 
Let us note that if X is a k-space the answer is positive (see [61). 
Problem 26. Is it true that I X I < exp t)(X). t,(X). l(X)? 
A counterexample to Problem 26 will probably need some set theory since the 
only known example of a Lindelof space with uncountable tightness, big cardinality 
and countable pseudocharacter is done by Shelah [7] using the method of forcing. 
But the Shelah space X has uncountable k-tightness. 
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Let us also note that if X is a r-compact or a k-space and I(X). $(X1 G r then 
IXI Q exp 7. 
We could also mention the following partial result: 
Theorem 27. If $(X). t,(X). I(X) G T then I X I G exp* 7. 
Proof. Let I)(X) * t,(X) .1(X) Q r and B is a r-compact subset of X. Then by 
I B I G exp r and since t,(X) G T by Proposition 20 we obtain that t(X) Q exp r. 
Then I X I exp* r. 0 
The authors thank the referee for the careful reading of the paper and for the 
helpful remarks. 
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